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For, on account of tbc uniform continuity of the corl'espondence 
bet ween Mand R, to a seQgence of points of .,11 possessing only 
one Jimiting point, a sequence of points of R likewise possessing 
only one limitmg point, must correspond, and recil/l'Ocally. On this 
gl'ollnd tbe given COl'respondence already admits of an extension to 
a one-one transformation of the cube with its bonndary in itself of 
which we have stlll 10 prove the continuity in the pl'opel'ty that a 
sequence jYmyl of limiting pomts of M con verging to a single Iimiting 
pOInt ,qmOl' the sequence 19l1! of the corresponding limiting points of 
R eon\'el'ges likewise to a ·~ingle limiting point. For this purpose we 
adjoin to each point gm' a point 1ny of M possessing a distance 
< lIJ from gil", the di stance between gIJ and the point 7'y cOl'l'espondmg 
to m, likewise being < é y , and for v indefinitely increasing we make 
E, to convel'ge to zero. Thus IlllJI converging exclusively to gIJlOl' I ry! 
hkewise possesses a single Jimiting point g,." and also !g,v I must 
converge exclusively to grOl' _ 

On account of the invariance of the ntlmber of dimensions 1) we 
can enunciate as a corollary of theorem 10: 

THEOREM 11. For m < n tke geometrie types 'tjm and 7'j1/ a1'e dzllel'ent. 

As, however, for normally connected sets in general tbe notion 
of uniform continUlty is senseless, the i1/detetminateness of the nurnber 
of dimension.<; of everywhe1'e dense, eountable, multiply ordel'ed sets, 
as expressed In theorem 9, must be considel'ed as il'l'eparable. 

Mathematics. - "An involution of asgociated points." By Prof. JAN 

DE VRIES. 

(Communicated JU the meeting of lt'ebruary 22, HJl3). 

~ 1. We ronslder thl'ee pencils of quadric sl1rfaces (a 2
), (b 2

), (c 2
), 

thc base curves of which may be indicated by a\ p\ "l. By the 
inLersection of any surface (t,~ wlth any sl1l'face b' and any sUl'face 
c2 all involution of associated points, IB, consisting of ex} gl'Ol1pS, is 
generated. Al'iy point olltside «4, tl\ y4 determines one group. 

Through any point A of «4 passes one surface 02 and one slll'face 
c'l ; these quadl'ics bave a twistQcl quartic (A)4 in common, intel'sected 
by the sul'faces of pencil (aJ

) in 001 groups of seven pomts A' 
completed by A 10 gl'OllpS of tbe P. 'rhe points of tIle three oase 
CUt'ves are singula l'. 

1) Comp. Math. Annalen 70, p. 161. 
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The locus of the qnal'tic (.11)4 eOL'l'esronding to the different points v 

A of a 4 is a &urfn,ce whlCh may be indicated by A. The CUL'ves 
Q 1= (b 2

, 0 2
) passing thl'ough a given point B of (14 lie on a c~ 

meeting ((4 in eight points A; so B lies on eight curves (.11)4, i. e. 
{14 is an eightfold curve of A and tIle same result holds for r 4• A 
quadl'ic b~ meets a 4 in eight points A and contains thel'efore eight 
CIIlTes (.11)4; moreover it has with A the eightfold curve (14 lil commOIl. 
We conclude from tbis that A is a surface oj order 32. 

9 2. The lines joining two lJoints P, P' belonging to the same 
gJ'oup of IS form a complex r; we are going to determÜle its order. 

The curves Q4 = (b 2
, 02

) generate a bilinear congruence 1). Any 
line is rhord of one Q4; the points Q, Q' determineel on the lines 7n 

thl'ougb 111 by the Q4 with In as chord lie on a surface (Q)5 with 
.M as threefold point; the tangential cone in M projects the (.14 vasRing 
though M. 

The two surfaces a2 passing through Q and Q' ent m in two 
othyr points lt, R'. The locus (R) of tbe points lt, R' has in M a 
sevenfold point, àny plane ,u through ~1 cutting (Q). in a curve [.t" 

with threefold point 111 anel the surface a2 through fr1 in a conic !L2 ; 

so the seven points Q common to tl2 and [.t5 anel differing from ~1 
bl'ing seven points R In .1 • .11. 80 (R) is a sUl'face of order nine with 
sevenfold point M. 

The curv~ Q9 common to (R) ani! [.t cuts (,1,5 in 9 X 5 -7 X 3 = 24 
points S differing from 111, which can be arranged into two groups. 
In any point of the tirst gl'oup ]lfS is touched by an a2

• So the6e 
points !ie on the pohu surface ~13 of M wiLb respect to tIle pencil 
(a 2

) 2). ConsequenUy the fil'st grollp COllTIts B X 5 - 3 = 12 points. 
In any point S of the second gl'OUp a pomt R coincides with a 

point Q' j then the point Q coincides wUh R' in a second point 8 
and both points S lie on the same a~; so these points are a6sociated 
and belong to tlle same gl'OUp of fS. So the plane [.t contains six 
pairs P, P' collineal' with ~1; in other worels : tlte pairs of lJoints 
oj tlte involution fs Zie on the 1'ays of a comple;/J dj orde)' sim. 

9 3. The complex cone of 11f contains the seven rays joimng JU 
Lo the points 111' lJelonging with 111 to the same group of jB. So 

1) We have treated lhi" congruence in a papel' HA bûinea1" congruence oftwisted 
quartics of Ule first species", These Proceedings, vol. XIV, p. 255. 

2) Thc polar surface of (y) with respect to a2 J. + Mt'2:t = 0 is generated by 

means of this pencil and the p€'ncil of planes ayaa- + I a'!} a'l, = Oj so it is rep re

sented hy a'!}a'X a2
x = 0y ax 11/2;c. 
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N/ is sevenfold on the locus of the pairs P, pi collinear with M, 
and this locus is a twisted curve (Py9 passing seven times through J{ . 

. The curve (P)19 is common to the surt~lces (Q)" and (R)9, inter
seeting each other moreover in the curve of order 15 common to 
(Q)5 nnd thE' polar surface 111 a ; so the resid ual intersection consists 
of 11 lines. Tbe lines are singular ehords ofthe bilineal' congruenCe) 
of tIle curves r/ = (b 2

, c2
), i, e. aHJ of these lines contains 0)1 pairs 

(Q, Q'); these li!1es are not singnlar for fB, as these quadratic in vo
lutions have only one pair in common. 

Amongst these 11 lines we fincl two chords of Wand two chords 
of "l, 80 tbe complex ra contains three congruences (2, 6) and three 
congruences (7, 3) the rays of which a1'e singular chords of a bilinear 
congl'Uence \Q4). 

There are 120 lines g eaeh of wbieh confains 0:;1 pairs of the Is, 
i.e. the common bisecants of the base curves a\ (J\ "'/ taken two 
by two. A cûmmon bisecant of a4 and p4 forms, in eombination 
with a twisted cubie, the intel'section of an a2 and a b2

; evidently 
any pair of the involution detel'mined on it by the peneil (eZ) is a 
pair of P. 80 this involntion admits 120 singulal' clw1'Cls. 

The curve (P)1 0 cuts each of the base ClU"-es in 20 pointfl, as 
the surface (Q)5 corresponding to :A{ has 20 pointR Q in common 
with a\ the surfaee a 2 containing the cOI"responding point Q' also 
contains Q, i.e. Q, Q' is a pair of the 18

• 

The th ree polar surf'aces of Af with respect to the pendjs (a 2
), 

(b 2
), (c 2

) interseet eaeh other in Mand 26 points more; in any of. 
these points 11, the line kIR is louched hy three sl1rfaces a\ b2

, c2
• 

I 80 R is a coincidence P = P' of the 18
, tbe bearing line passing 

thl'O;lgh M. 80 the twisted cm ve (P)19 admits the pal'ticlllarity that 
26 of its tangents coneUl' in the sevenfold point M. 

§ 4. If M deseribes a plane À, the three polnr surfaces generate 
thl'ee projective nets. Tbe locIIs of the points of intel'section consists 
of the plane .i. and a sllrface l::. rontaining all the eoineidencies of 
the 1 8

• 

I; Wededuce from 

• A3 A'S A lf3 

X X J: 

BS B' B"s 
=0 .I; X X 

ca Cia ClfO 

X x x 

that thiR surfacè is of ordel' elght.~) 

1) loc Clt. 

~) Tlils result 'is in uccol'dl1.ncc wilh a tllCorel11 of Ml'. G. ÁGUGtIA lSulla super· 
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Tlte coinciclencies of tlle invoZutions ra Zie on a swjace 6 a passing -
t/wough the base Cll1'VeS a" W, 'ol. 

The sUl'face 6 a alE>o contains the three Clll'\eS of order 14 con
taining the points of contact of s\ll'face& of ~two of the pencils. 

The three polar surfaces generate three prqjective peneils if },f 

describes tt line Z. These surfaces generate the line Zand moreo\ el' 
a twisted curve d' forming the locus of the eoincidencies P= PI, _ 
the bearing Iines of which rest on Z. lf the three pencils are 
indicated by 

Alx + AA'lx = 0 , B3X + lB'3X = 0 , C3X + ,A,C'3X = 0, -

the twisted curve nnder consideration can be deduced from 

A3 B 3 CB 

X x X 

A'3 B'3 C'ö 
x :<. x 

=0. 

80 the degl'ee of this curve is 62 
- 32 -1 = 26. 1

) 

The hne 1 beal's 8 coincidencies, so it is an eightfold secant of Ó26
• 

§ 5. We now consider tbe -locus of the points P' associated to 
the points P of the line l. The curve a4 contains 32 points PI, as 
1 intersects A32 in 32 points. 80 any surface a2 contains these 32 
points and moreover the two sets of seven points P' as&oriated to 
the two points common to a2 and l. 80 the gl'OUpS assoeiated to 
the points of a line lie on a twister! CU1've of order 23, intersecting 
earh of the three base curves in 32 points. In its points on 6 8 tbe 
line Z meets lts curve },23; so Z eigidfolcl secant of À,23. 

A plane (.p through 1 meets ).23 in 15 points not Iymg on l; as 
tbese points are associated to 15 points P of l, the locus of the 
associated pairs lying in a plane is a Cl~rve of onZer 15. 

This curve, cp 15 , bas threefold points in the 12 traces ofthe curves 
a4

, ~4, "/ on r.p. The curve (.A 4) correspondiug to àny of these traces 
meets cp in thl'ee othel' points, each of whieh forms with A a pair 
of the P. 

§ 6. The sets of seven points pi associated to the points P of 
a plane (p lie on a surface f/J23 intersecting cp according to the curve 
cpló containing the paÏl's P, P' lying in cp alld to the curve dB of 
the coincidencies lying in (p. ~ 

The curve (A)4 <,orresponding to the point A of a4 (§ 1) meets cp 

ficie 1uogo di un punto in cui Ie superficie dl tre fasci toccano una medesima 
retta, Rend. del Circolo Mat. di Palermo, t. XX, p. 305). 

1) AGUGLIA, 1. c. p. 321. 
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in four points associated to A; 80 (/)23 passes foUl' times t3l'ough 
Lhe base curves ((4, p4. '}'4. This is in accordance with the fact, that 
each trace of a base ClU've is threefold on rplfi and onefold on 6B

• 

'{'he CUl've d8 contain$ 18 t'olllcldencies the bearing line5 of which 
lie in thc plane, fol' the curve (p6 (§ 4-) cOl'l'e'3ponding to a line 1 
of rp meets 1 eight times. ThesE' 18 coiucidencies lie on (p16; so qP 
and dB touch one anothel' in 18 points. Moreover they have 36 
points in commQll in the 12 traces of the base curves; each of the 
remaining 48 common points belongs as coincidence to a group of 
the IB containing still one more point of cplD. 

§ 7. The plane rp contains a finite nurnber of associated triplets. 
As these trIplets have to lie on cp15 we deterllline the order of the 
locus of the sextuples of points P" associated to the pairs P,P' of (pIS. 

The surfac:!e A 32 passes eight times through {:J\ '}'4 and one time 
through ((4. As (pH has threefold points in the 12 traces of the base 
curves it meets A32 elsewherein 15X32-4X3-2X4X3X8=276 
points forming 138 pairs P, P' corresponding to 138 points pil of 
(/4. A surface a2 cut'3 (plrr in the foU!' threefold points A aud in 9 
pairs P, P' more, each pair of which determines six points pil on 
a2

• So the locus under discussion has 138 + 6 X 9 = j 92 points 
with a2~ in common and is thereforc a Cl11've rpQ6. Of its points of 
intersection with (P a l1ul1Iber of 48 lie in the pomts coml11on to cpu 
and dB indicated above. Evidently the remaining 4:8 traces of (p9G are 
formed by 16 triplets of the IS. So an'!:l plane contains sixteen triplets 
of associated points. I , 

§ 8. If the bases of the pencils (a 2
), Wh (c 2

) have thc line g in 
('ommon, three slU'faces (1.2, b2

, c2 intersect each other in fOlt?' asso· 
ciated points; so we t11en get an involution 14 of associated points. 

Any point A of the curve (/3 cOl11pletin~ g to the base of (a2
) 

belongs to 001 quadruples. These quadruples lie on the twisted cubic 
(A)3 common to the surfaces b2

, c2 passing through A and they are 
determined on (A) 3 by the pencil (a 2

). 

In the same way any point B of the base curve p3 and an)' 
point C of the base curve "/ belongs to 001 qua,druples. 

Wedetermine the order of the locus A of the curves (A)3. Ey 
means of the points A the sllrfaces of (b 2

) and (c 2
) are arranged in 

a cOl'l'espondence (4,4), any surfa('e b2 or cJ containing four points 
A ; sa the &Ul'face A is of Ol del' 16. 

In any plane thl'ough g the pellCils (b 2
), (c 2

) determine two pencils 
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in (4, -l)-correspondence with the traces Band C of fJ3 and y3 1ying -
outside g as vertices. 80 A 16 is cut according 10 g and to a curve _ 
of order eigbt with fomfold points in Band C. 

80, the triplets of lJoints associatecl to t!te~ points of one of t/ie base 
CU1'ves lie on a' sU/face of onler sixteen, passin.CJ eigltt times through 
g ancl fou)' times th1'ough eacll of the other two base CU1'ves. 

§ 9. Any point I G of g also belongs to 001 quadruples. If G is 
to be a point common to three cl1bic curves ((1,2b 2

), (b 2
C'i.), (a 2c2

) the 
surfaces a2

, b\ c2 must admit in G the same tangential plane. 
We now consider in the first place the locus ip4 of the cm'Ye 

(a2b2
), intel'section of surfaees (1,2,0 2 touching one another in G. 

Any plalle (P 1hrough gents these projective penciIs (a 2
), W) accol'd

ing to two projecth'e pencils, the vertices of which 'are the traces 
A and B of a 3 and {33 outside g. These pencil-s of lines genel'ate a 
conie pass~ng through G, the lines AG and BG determining with g 
two smfaces a2,02 touching if' in G. 80 .CJ is donble 1ine and G is 
thl'eefold point of ip4. _ 

In the same way the pencils (a 2
) and (c 2

) determine a second 
monoid 1/,4. Th'e monoids ([14 and 1~4 have the base curve a 2 and 
the line g to be counted four times in common; the l'esidual inte1'
section, locus of the three points associated to G, is of order nine. 
The eubie cones 1011ching tlie monoids in G intersect in g and in 
five othel' edges; so G is jivefold point of the curve (G)9. Any plane 
through g cu Is i[J4 and l/,4 according to two conics passing through 
G and a point, A; in each of the two other points of intersection 
th ree homologous rays of thl'ee projective pencils with vertices A, B, C 
concu!'. 80 g is cut, bcsides in G, in two more points G\ each of 

- which forms with G a pair of associatecl points-. 80 the pairs of 
the P lying on gare arranged in an involutory correspondence 
(2, 2), i. e. g bears fonr coincidencies: This proves mOl~eOVel' that 
g is a sevenfold line of the locus G of the curves (G)O ; for in the 
fh'st place any point G is fivefold on the cOrt'esponding (G)9 and it 
lies furthermore on two suchlike curves corresponding to other 
points of g, 

The curve (a 2ó2
) meeting 1'3 in a point Crests in two points G 

on g; so C lies on two curves (G)O, i.e. r6 is don bIe curve of G. 
The CUL've (a 2b2

) contains the two triplets of points associated to the 
points of intersection G with .CJ' .Moreover it has in common with 
the surface G in each of these two points G sev6n points anel two 
points in eacll of the eight points in which it l'ests on aU and {J3. 

80 we find that G is of order 12. 80, tlte point8 associated to ot/te 
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pvints of g Zie on a sU1'face of order twelve, passinp seven times 
thl'ouglt g anel twiGe t1tl'ough eaclt of t!te oase cw'ves. 

Jf the point G of g lies Oll (!~, the surfaces 0,2 admit in G a 
common tangentIal plane, the phtne through .q and the tangent t in 
G to a3 ; SO these surfaces determine on the curve (b 2

(;2) touching t 
in G an P of associa,ted points. The cone 1c2 projecting a3 out of 
G culs any curve (b 2c2

) through G in ,t tdplet of associated points; 
the1'efore these P.9ints 1ie on the intel'section of lc2 with the monoid 
X4 containing all these curves. 80, for any of the six points common 
to g and a base curve, (G)9 breaks up into a twisted cubic alld a 
twisted sextic. 

Any common tl'ansversal cl of g, a3
, {33 and y3 forms with ,tI thc 

paJ'tial intersection of th ree slll'fft.ces a" b~, c3 wilh two more points 
iJl common; these two points for111 a group of the I4 with any pair 
of points of ,q. -

The transversals of g, a J
, and 13 3 generate a scroIl of order six 

with g as fi~efo1d line; for the cubic cones projecting u3 aud {J3 out 
of any point G of !J admit g as double edge and intersect each 
otheJ' in tive Iines of this sCl'oll. On g' this scroll has 10 points in 
coromoJl with l, so it cuts )'3 outside g in 8 poinls. 80, t/te base 
lines q, a3, {J3, )'3 achnit eigltt common tl'ansvel'salr; and tlw1'efore e~ljht 
pairs of }JOints belon,qing to 00

2 ,qroups of the [4. 

Evidently t11e eight lines cl 1ie in the sUl'face 6. 8 of the coinci
deneies; of this sllrface ,q is a fil'efold line. 

§ 10. The pencils (112), (b 2
) determine a bilineal' congruence of 

twisted cllbics !/. In general any ray rn of a peneil (M, (1) is bisecant 
of one (J 3 i the locus of the points 0" Q' common to ?1/ and this ~n 

-is a curve (Qt with a double point in M. In the manner of ~ 2 
we introduC'e as auxiliary v.Ul've the locus of the points B, R' still 
common to 1n and the surfaces c~ through 0, and Q'. The 8urfaee 
c2 through M cuts (0,)4 in 111 aod in six points 0,; so M is a six
fold point of the curve (R) and this curve is of order eight. 

The polat· CUl've of M with respect to the pencil of intersection 
of (c~) and It iotel'sects (0,)4 in 111 and 4 X 3-2 = 10 other points, 
lying also on (R)s. 80 4 X 8-2 X 6~~10 = 10 points are arl'anged 
in associated pairs. So, the pairs of points of tlle involution I4 Zie 
on t!te rays of a complex of onter jive. , 

Any point G of 9 is associated to two points of,ll, the point8 
common to ,q and to rhe curve (Gr cOl'l'espondillg to G. 80,c1 is a 
sin.qulal' line of rhe 14

; the pail's of point., J.ring on it genel'n,te all 
in \'olutol'Y (2,2). 

83 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Awsterdam-: Vol. XV. 

.J 
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Also the 27 eommon biseeants of a 3, {l3, r 3 taken [WO by two -
are singulm' lines of the P. A eommon chord of a3, {l3 bears 001 

pairs of points detel'mined on it by the pencil (c 2
). 

§ 11. We now consider the loclls ).. of the points P' associated 
to the points P of a line t. To the points common to 1 and each of 
the surfaces A 1 6

, G12 cOl'I'espond l'especti vely 16 points of a 3 and 12 
points of g. Any surface 0,2 contains these 28 points Pand mOreovel' 
the two triplets corresponding to the points common to a 2 and l. 
80 the locus ).. is a CW't'e of order 17. 

As 1 contains eight coincidencies P P' it is an eightfold secant 
of tbe curve ;}7; so any plane rp through 1 contains 9 points P' 
associated to points of l. 80, the pai7's of associatecl points lying in 
a plane genemte a curve oJ order nine. 

The curve (G)9 corresponding to the trace G of .r; meets (p in 
four points; so G is a Jowlolcl point of the curve rp9. In au analo
gous way the nine traces Ak, Bk, G\ of the base curves are double 
points of rp9. 

The intersection dB of (p and the surface of coincideneies has a 
fivefold point in G. 80 fp9 and dB intel'sect each other in 9 X 8 -
-- 4 X 5 - 9 X 2 = 34 POiD ts diffedng fl'om the traces of the bases. 
To these points belong the points of contact of the curve'l, eorre
spondin~ to coincidencies of the I4 the bearing lines of which are 
contained in rp. 

In order to dete1'mine their numbe1' we consider the three p~mcils 
of conics common (0 'p and ((12), W), (c~). The polar cur\'es of these 
pencils with respect to a point P descl'ibing a line 1 generate tb1'ee 
p1'ojective pendls ('Z3), W), (c 3). The th'st and the serond generate a 
curve cG with G as node and passing through the thl'ee base points 
Ak of ((3 and the double points of the th1'ee pairs oflines. The curve 
b5 generated by the pencils (a 3

) and (c 3
) a1so contains these points. 

80 bG nnd cG admit 25 - 4 - 3 - 3 = 15 points of contact of three 
cOlTesponding conies fOl'ming theI'efOl'e eoincidencies of the 1 4 with 
a beal'Ïng line lying in (p. 

80 'rl and dB have fom' coincidencies in comIDon the bearing line'l 
of which interseet the plane 'p. 


